After the blizzards subsided long enough for mid Michigan schools to resume classes in the early weeks of 2008, I was finally able to attend my "mid tier," an introductory internship-style field placement in Clare, Michigan, which the English Department at Central Michigan University furnished for me.
January twenty-first was a blistery day with whipping winds; this was the day I was to deliver a writing prompt-the first of my budding English teaching eareer. The students were seniors in a combination Composition and English 12 course. The prompt refleeted my affinity towards traveling and asked the students to reflect on their own travels or to refleet on one of the thoughts I expressed on the assignment page (the prompt is included in the Appendix).
On my drive home from Clare that day, refleeting on the lesson I had just taught, I realized for the first time that I was a teaeher-at least in the eyes of the twelfth graders I had just left. As I prepared for my more extensive student teaehing, this first writing prompt proved a souree of great reflection. Below is my experienee with some of these many, seattered reflections.
Praying for Acceptance of an Assignment
Walking into the classroom armed with my newly printed writing prompt, I was eonfident with a slight ease of anxiety. This was, after all, my first go at creating a completely original assignment that would be given to real, live, breathing students. This wasn't just another one of those hypothetical lessons in a university class that, if it flopped, eould quickly be forgotten and swept under the rug. My writing prompt would be a first chance at proving to these students that I would be a reliable source and a competent teacher for the next ten visits in their classroom-the classroom my host teacher bravely turned over to me.
Out of necessity, my anxious feelings were pushed to the back ofmy thoughts and I presented the writing prompt that, as I stood in front of the class , now looked insufficient and completely juvenile. It is funny how something you had so much confidence in just a few hours earlier can lose all merit in your own mind as you present it to a group of twenty-two skeptical seventeen to eighteen-year-olds.
As I read the prompt out loud to the students, I
was relieved to see that they followed along and accepted it as a reputable assignment. "Traveling" was ehosen as a topie because I hold firm to the belief that teachers must share their interests with students; this sharing of experiences can often lead to reinforcing the bridge between student and teacher. These reinforeements provide a metaphorical bridge that students will be more willing to eross in both the academic aspect of teaching and the aspect of teaching that often leads me feeling more like an ill-prepared psychologist. My diverse travels-to Australia for a six-month study abroad experience; to Europe three times including a seven-week study abroad experience, with stops in eleven different countries; and many journeys through North America and the Caribbean-have given me a fondness for the unfamiliar, for exploring cultures that supply me with new knowledge ofthe world. This enthusiastic fondness, I felt, would give students a glimpse of one passion I hold, therefore bringing them closer to this assignment and the next assignment-writing creative non-fiction.
Students need to see the teacher is passionate about something and that the teacher has a life outside of the twenty-by-twenty cell that we call a classroom.
I finished reading the prompt, even more relieved that I found no typos or obvious grammatical blunders, and gave them the chance to ask any questions before setting the time parameters. The true test ofmy writing prompt's aptitude was upon us: a good introductory writing assignment is one that students can engage in enthusiastically with a fair amount of ease and one that students can write on at length without much difficulty. If the senior students were turning in three sentence responses after four minutes of work, not only would they be showing contempt for my writing Spring/Summer 2009 prompt but also for my teaching ability; in my eyes, all the respect I was hoping to gain would be lost-.or rather, never even granted. This goes to show some of my "new teacher" naivety, as a poor response could have just as easily been a student whose day had gone astray prior to her entrance in English class.
To my delight (maybe relief), the students seemed to be putting an honest effort towards the assignment, many of them using the full time allotted. My delight was furthered when one ofthe students asked for a clarification; she wanted to make sure it was okay to write a poem. To me, this meant that the students (at least that one student)
were engaging in the assignment and putting their best A pattern began to develop as I read: most students chose to write on a combination of choices "a" and "b" which asked students to a) reflect on a previous traveling experience or b) project a future area of traveling interest.
The typical free write began with a quick overview of some places the student had been, followed by a list ofwhere he or she aspired to travel. While most students had not traveled outside ofthe United States, the majority oftheir aspirations resided in Europe, with a few students expressing interests in Africa, Asia, and South America. Over half the students made some reference to travel outside ofthe United States, which I believe shows hope for the future: it is important to understand differing cultures in order to grow and in order to truly understand where we, the United States, fit in the world. Ajoy in reading these responses was the wide range of variety that the essays provided.
Other students chose to simply tell stories about past travels both inside and outside of the United States.
One response that I found most effective was a student who shared an anecdote about her not-so-pleasant trip to France.
She used symbolism and imagery, pointing to specific events that created the terrible visit. Still other students spoke ofjourneys to the Caribbean and areas all around the United States. A few of the students chose to avoid giving specific details about where they wanted to travel and opted for choice c), which asked for a response to the Saint Augustine quote. In doing this, the students' competence in extending the metaphor of the world as a book surprised me. With only one attempt, the choice selected least was d), which asked students to refute statements I made in the assignment's opening paragraph.
In looking back at all the responses, three of the students composed responses that left me with dropped jaw and tingles in my spine. Two ofthese ')aw-droppers" were poems adorned with vocabulary that would leave many college students fumbling for a dictionary. Originality points also went to the student who took the Saint Augustine quote and used it as a reference to her travels through life, rather than the physical travel to a different land. She used Augustine's metaphor to talk about each day as another page and each big decision as a new chapter.
The students fulfilled and in some cases exceeded my expectations. All I wanted to see was some engagement in the question, and I was using it as more ofan introductory tool than as a true measuring stick for ability. For that reason, when I saw some great writing, poetry, and connections being created, I was very satisfied and excited to work with these students who were obviously ready and eager to learn rather than my expectation of inheriting apathetic students trying to finish the final months of their high school career with as little effort as possible.
Ha, I'm a Teacher-How'd that Happen?
As expressed above, my overwhelming reaction to this experience was one of surprise. I began the process of assigning this writing prompt, simply trying to best emulate the teachers of my past I most respected and felt I learned the most from; leaving this experience, I gained confidence and a sense of what my own style will be. Even though 1 have continually taken strides towards believing that I am a teacher and believing that 1 will be a good teacher, the internship-style mid-tier was an experience that solidified this idea into certainty. The transformation into teaching began taking place as 1 watched students mull over my insignificant assignment as if it were their final exam and ended when I began reading the students' responses. As my jaw continued to drop at the vast number of great responses, I began to believe that maybe, just maybe, some ofthe great responses could be attributed to the fact that these teenagers actually looked at me as a reputable source-a real teacher.
I have learned two things from presenting this writing prompt. First, the presentation of an assignment can be as important to the success ofthat assignment as the actual questions or prompts being posed in the assignment. I firmly believe that if I had entered the classroom with a dilapidated piece ofpaper with a poorly thought-out prompt that I presented half-heartedly to the students, it assuredly would have failed.
However, since I presented the prompt in a respectable manner and with some conviction, the students saw some value in the assignment, therefore taking it seriously and producing what I would consider quality work.
Second, I learned how valuable choice can be to an assignment. I already held a belief that choice could be helpful in encouraging creativity and better writing; never did I imagine that providing choices within an assignment would be conducive to so great a number of astonishingly good pieces. In this case, choices (a) and (b) seemed to be favorites among students, which is fine. The choice allows those students who might otherwise tune out to the assignment to find some other means of responding effectively. Never has this been more evident to me than in my allowing students to write in differing genres. This was an afterthought added at the last minute, but it led to two of the thirty-five students responding with a poem.
These students were clearly engaged and shocked me with their competence in writing poetry. Had I not included this option, these students might not have been able to express themselves fully. The choices provided likely created a writing assignment students felt comfortable to explore different genres and ideas with. Without this choice, I don't think I would have received as much variety or creativity in the responses. Though I am not an advocate for free-genre choice all the time, I leamed that in an introductory prompt such as this, free-genre choice can be a true asset. Student Teaching.
•.Just Down the Road I believe a major battle in the high school classroom is trying to snap students out of cookie-cutter, formulaic responses; the battle exists in trying to encourage and elicit student originality.
I agree that there are times to conform, and I agree that there are times to write in one given form or another. Isn't it true, though, that our students will have been barraged with the idea that conformity is the path to success? With standardized tests pressuring students to learn what is on the exam and the constant reminder ofwhat colleges ''want,'' it is easy for students to give up on originality and conform to what they are continually told will lead to success. Because of this barraging, I would suggest that in the English department of our high schools, it would be refreshing and beneficial for students to be inundated with assignments that encourage originality.
Until I find a better way to help students write innovatively, most, if not all of my assignments in student teaching and henceforth will involve a heavy dose of choice.
By giving students specific, restricting assignments, the teacher has done nothing but set a ceiling that the students cannot breech. However, ifthe guidelines can be expanded on and adapted to each student's specific abilities, the possibility of originality and novel writing is virtually boundless. The type of surprise that students like mine can provide is the true joy of teaching-the true reason I have chosen to enter this field that is abundant with non-monetary rewards. 
